3rd October 2017

Date:

Venue:

SBL HUB

Present:

Emma, Harry, Mel, Bob, Paul, Jo, Jim.

Apologies
Agenda Item

Carson. Pat. Linda.
Conversations

Waste management Project
as presented by Paul Willis
July 2017.

After a brief overview of what was on offer from the July 17 meeting it was prudent to
develop the objective of the project. It was agreed that it was more than an attempt to
inform and educate Sompting residents regarding recycling, it was about getting SBL
noticed around the community and communicating with every household.

Actions

Jim had brought a handout where he pointed out that we may be infringing on the council’s
Jim.
statutory duty of waste collection, this was discussed and the partnership agreed that it
was over and above their duty and was optional. Jim to check what St Matthews are doing
along the same lines and to get clearance from Big Local.
Notwithstanding the above It, was agreed to go ahead with the project in principle
following these areas:
•

SBL branding on 100% of merchandise etc. When promoting the project.

•

Door stepping exercise to be done using AWC personnel with SBL branding on for
example their hi-vis vests. Other items that may be included on the door step,
utilities and tariffs and signposting where applicable to third party support.

•

Clothes was also an area where recycling can be done in Sompting, every quarter
SBL branded bags would be posted and collected (SBL could do the collections)
Further work on the process to turn clothes into money minus costs so that the
money goes back into the Action Grants budget.

•

SBL would also take advantage of the educational trips to recycling plants, both
partnership and interested residents.

•

•
AOB

At any events being run by SBL and or SBL & SPC jointly a AWC roadshow
promoting recycling in Sompting to be present. Joint branding, marketing and
merchandising to be present. Need a list of events and provisional dates in
2018-19

Emma.

Incentive may be the big lottery logo on bins around the waste disposal routes, we
would need to agree a % of recycling households to come up to the standard to
achieve the stickers, e.g. 40 households on a route qualifies for a community
reward. TBA.

To take this project forward SBL would want to see a detail costing of the above and
timescales (Posters, Flyers etc.)
Health & Well Being project brought up to date mins available on line.

Emma

The additional £105k was also mentioned and supported.
It was suggested that the partnership have an away day to visit St Matthews Big Local to
see what they are doing as they have brought in some £300k additional funding and it
appears their ambitions are far in advance to SBL. Please see the mail that Emma has
ALL
sent round and please comment on the plans etc. Emma to talk to St Matthews Big Local
and see if a visit would be welcomed.

Harry C
3rd Oct 2017.

